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Speaking of this, Olivia chuckled: “From now on, you will not be allowed to return to Northern Europe
for half a step, nor will you leave Northern Europe for half a step, until one of you dies! If you dare to
return, then you Neither of them will be better!”

Helena has almost collapsed!

She only understood now that it turned out that the royal family had made this idea for letting herself
come to China in advance to participate in the Wade Family’s ancestor worship ceremony!

“That said, Olivia had already started planning this thing a long time ago!”

“Separate me from my mother, and use my mother as a threat to force me to submit, Olivia, you are
such a devil!”

Angry, she immediately shouted: “Olivia, you can’t do this! If you don’t send my mother to China, or I
will never marry Jon Wade!”

Olivia said disdainfully: “Whatever you want, your mother is now being watched by my people. She has
no chance to leave the palace for half a step. If you don’t marry Jon Wade as agreed, then your mother
will She disappeared completely from this world, no one knew where she was going, no one even knew
whether she was alive or dead!”

Speaking of this, Olivia laughed and said: “So, do you think I will kill her or kill her?”

Helena’s brain was dizzy for an instant, she only felt that the speed of her heartbeat had far exceeded
the load of the heart itself.

She felt that her physical condition at this time was worse than ever before. She could only tremble
and said: “Olivia, if I die of a heart attack in Huaxia, can you spare my mother?”

Olivia sneered: “Don’t act for me here. I asked your health doctor. He said that you should be able to
live for three to five years. The Wade Family is also a top family in China. They should have a way to
help. You treat it to make you live longer.”

As he said, Olivia threatened: “Helena, my good sister, just now, your mother has been taken away by
my guards and put under house arrest. From now on, you should not be able to contact her, you Just
stay alive in Huaxia and be your wealthy lady. As long as you cooperate honestly, your mother will
definitely be able to live longer! I still have a lot of things to deal with before ascending the throne, so
come here first, my sister!”

After Olivia said this, she hung up the phone without waiting for Helena to speak.

At this time, Helena had completely collapsed.

She called her mother immediately, but it showed that her mobile phone was turned off.



She called the room’s landline immediately, but the landline was unanswered for a long time.

At this moment, Helena was extremely desperate.

She only felt that her heart was beating faster and faster, and it was getting more and more chaotic.
The huge pressure went straight to the top of her head and chest cavity, making her brain more and
more dizzy, and it became more and more difficult to breathe.

Immediately, she felt black before her eyes, and she collapsed to the ground in an instant, completely
losing consciousness.

At this moment, Jon Wade, wearing a black suit, stepped to the door of Helena’s room.

He pressed the doorbell and waited patiently for a while, but found that there was no movement
inside, so he simply patted the door and said, “My dear, this is Jon Wade. I’m here to pick you up. Are
you ready?”
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